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gas emissions would be instituted and 
emission credits would be sold to, 
and then traded among, emitters. Part 
of the revenue from the sold credits 
would go to investments in renewable 
energy, though it’s not clear what 
would happen to the rest.
A so-called ‘Gang of 15’, comprising 
senators from states that depend on 
coal-fired power plants for energy, 
is especially opposed to Obama’s 
system because these senators 
feel their constituencies would be 
unfairly targeted. Given the opposition 
to cap- and-trade legislation, the 
Democrats are contemplating 
breaking energy legislation up into 
several pieces, starting with less 
contentious bills, such as legislation 
that would implement a national 
energy standard, and progressing 
towards a cap-and-trade bill. Harry 
Ried, the leader of the Senate majority 
party, believes that spoon-feeding the 
energy/climate legislation to Congress 
will be more effective than serving 
up an unpalatable, all-encompassing 
energy bill.
On the international front, the White 
House seems keen to engage the 
world on the issue of global warming. 
The President’s first international trip 
was to Canada, where he discussed 
energy issues with Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper. Environmental 
groups have been up in arms over 
Canadian ‘oil sands’, a term that 
refers to bitumen deposits that are 
mined and processed into crude 
oil. Unlike conventional oil deposits 
that often can be simply pumped 
out of the ground, oil sands must be 
mined with huge hydraulic shovels 
and then extracted, the upshot being 
that, before the oil is even used in 
a combustion engine, it has already 
incurred a substantial carbon penalty. 
And the impact of oil sands on the 
Canadian wilderness has been a 
political nightmare with a recent 
story and photospread in National 
Geographic that painted a bleak 
picture of the Alberta mining operation.
Given the environmental issues that 
plague oil sands, coupled with the 
fact that half of US oil imports from 
Canada originate from oil sands, it 
was understandable that Obama’s 
visit north of the border was anxiously 
awaited by the Canadian government 
and energy industry. As expected, the 
president reaffirmed the need for both 
nations to adopt a carbon cap but, 
when pressed on Americas’s stance 
on oil sands, Obama skirted the issue 
saying, “We have to complete our 
domestic debate and discussion on 
these issues”. Some onlookers judged 
the response as shrewd and likely 
reflective of Obama’s recognition that 
the US has its own obstacles to mount 
with regard to coal energy.
Looking to the future, we 
can expect to see the Obama 
administration laying the groundwork 
for an international treaty regulating 
carbon emissions. World leaders 
will be meeting in Copenhagen in 
December to work out the details of 
a binding carbon cap, but, unlike the 
Kyoto Treaty, developing countries 
such as China and India are expected 
to be participating members. The 
failure to include these nations 
in the Kyoto agreement, and the 
perception that this would put the US 
at an economic disadvantage, were 
the reasons cited by the previous 
administration for not signing on. It is 
perhaps telling that Secretary of State 
Hillary Rodham Clinton’s main order 
of business when she visited China in 
February was energy policy. The stage 
now appears set for a unified effort 
to stifle greenhouse gas emissions, 
that is, if the worst economic ‘climate’ 
since the Great Depression doesn’t 
keep the curtain drawn.The overwhelming vote for self-rule 
by the people of Greenland late 
last year may not immediately be 
seen as linked with climate change 
amongst outsiders, but the outlook 
for Greenlanders is changing 
dramatically, giving them confidence 
that they can now manage without 
their Danish rulers.
About 80 per cent of Greenland 
is covered by ice, but the country is 
now changing as the glaciers retreat 
and reveal land that has been hidden 
under the ice for thousands of years. 
The retreating glaciers are opening up 
the possibility of a prospecting rush 
as new minerals can be exploited: 
gold is already mined and lead, zinc 
and diamonds have been discovered 
in some of the oldest rocks on Earth. 
Vast oil reserves are believed to lie off 
the coast.
The growing season has lengthened 
by about three weeks compared 
with a decade ago, and trees are 
beginning to grow next to the fjords. 
For the first time, Greenland’s farmers 
are growing potatoes, broccoli, 
cauliflower and cabbage and 22,000 
sheep were raised last year. 
Cod are returning to the warming 
waters around the coast, and a 
trawler with government inspectors 
sent out to test the catch found the 
fish in abundant proportions. But 
the bonanza for Greenland spells 
potential trouble elsewhere. The 
New studies continue to warn of 
thinning polar ice. Nigel Williams 
reports.
Ice focus Greenland ice sheet covers an area the size of Mexico but it is now 
declining faster than ever recorded 
before. Twice as much ice is entering 
the sea compared with five years ago, 
pushing up sea levels worldwide.
This was one of the major 
conclusions of the International Polar 
Year (IPY) — a season of intensive 
research at both poles that concluded 
this month.  Alongside the results 
from Greenland, researchers have 
shown that Antarctic ice is also losing 
mass. The IPY research is providing 
a critical boost to knowledge about 
global warming, said Michel Jarraud, 
secretary-general of the UN World 
Meteorological Organisation (WMO), 
which has released a study ‘The 
State of Polar Research’ jointly with 
the International Council for Science 
(ICSU).
“The new evidence resulting from 
polar research will strengthen the 
scientific basis on which we build 
future actions,” Jarraud said.
A joint project of WMO, the ICSU 
and the IPY attracted international 
funding support of about $1.2 billion 
over the two-year period, aimed at 
better understanding of the Arctic 
and Antarctic regions. More than 160 
multidisciplinary research projects, 
developed by scientists from more 
than 60 countries, have been carried 
out up to this month.
The new research shows that the 
warming of the Antarctic is much 
more widespread than previously 
recorded, and it now appears that 
the rate of ice loss from Greenland 
is increasing. Fresh water entering 
the bottom water near Antarctica is 
consistent with increased ice melt 
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ocean circulation, the researchers 
find. The report also identified large 
pools of carbon stored as methane 
in permafrost, which, if thawed, 
threaten to become another massive 
source of greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere.
In addition to lending insight into 
climate change, the new research 
has added to our understanding 
of pollutant transport, species’ 
evolution, and storm formation, 
among many other areas,  
the WMO said.
The year will leave a legacy of 
enhanced observational capacity, 
stronger links across disciplines and 
communities, and greatly increased 
work for polar researchers. “The work 
begun by IPY must continue,” said 
Jarraud. ”Internationally coordinated 
action related to the polar regions will 
still be needed in the next decades,” 
he said, adding that a major IPY 
science conference will take place  
in Oslo next year.
And research is set to increase after 
the official end of the IPY project. 
Last month a team of three British 
researchers set out on a 90-day 
skiing expedition to the North Pole 
from northern Canada. While satellite measurements can help track the 
extent of sea ice across the seasons, 
concerns remain about its depth. The 
aim of this expedition is to measure 
the depth of sea ice they cross, using 
instruments they will pull along on 
sledges behind them. The worry 
is that their work may reveal that 
year- round Arctic ice is under threat. 
But they also hope to provide data to 
work out the ‘mass balance’ — how 
much the snow resulting from ocean 
evaporation is countering the  
summer melting.
And in the closing days of the 
Antarctic summer as it fades rapidly, 
a delegation of environment ministers 
and policymakers from more than 
a dozen countries including China, 
Russia, Algeria, Congo, Czech 
Republic, Finland, Norway, Sweden 
and the UK visited last month to 
see at first hand conditions on the 
continent and the threat from warming 
ahead of the crucial negotiations 
in Copenhagen later this year to 
replace the Kyoto treaty. Key to their 
visit was the great uncertainty into 
the role of the continent in global 
climate change.
The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) excluded 
the potential polar threats from their climate change predictions in 2007 
because they were so unsure about 
developments. However, the IPCC 
still estimated that the global sea 
level could rise by 60 cm this century 
from the melting of land ice, but 
acknowledged that Antarctica holds 
90 per cent of the world’s ice. 
But as the most recent research 
reveals, West Antarctica’s glaciers 
are releasing ice into the sea faster 
than anticipated even two years ago 
and could be “the most dangerous 
tipping point this century,” says US 
climatologist James Hansen. “There 
is the potential for several-metre 
rise of sea level,” Hansen told the 
Associated Press last month. 
Gathering the greatest amount of 
data has been key to the 2007–2008 
International Polar Year, which has 
involved 10,000 scientists and 40,000 
other people. 
President Obama’s new 
administration has promised action 
after years of US resistance to 
the Kyoto treaty which aimed at 
international action on climate 
change. But the complexity of 
the issues, and global economic 
slow-down, make Copenhagen 
in December a challenging date 
to get a new deal.
